RELEASE OF PROPOSED RULES ON SWAP CAPITAL
AND MARGIN REQUIREMENTS UNDER TITLE VII OF
THE DODD-FRANK ACT

April 28, 2011
To Our Clients and Friends:
Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act requires the relevant regulatory agencies to establish capital
and margin requirements for all swap dealers (“SD”) and major swap participants (“MSP”).1
Under the legislative mandate, the Federal Reserve, Federal Credit Administration, Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Housing Finance Authority, and the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (collectively referred to as the “Agencies”) have the authority
to promulgate the capital and margin requirements of SDs and MSPs for which each Agency
is the prudential regulator. For SDs and MSPs without prudential regulators, the
Commodities Futures Trading Commission (the “CFTC”) is to propose capital and margin
requirements; similarly, the Securities Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) is to propose
capital and margin requirements for security-based swap dealers and major security-based
swap participants.
On April 12, 2011, the Agencies released their proposed capital and margin rules, and the
CFTC released its proposed margin rule, which stated that the CFTC’s proposed capital rule
would be released in the near future and would allow commenters the opportunity to review
both proposed margin and capital rules before commenting on either. The CFTC’s
proposed margin rule has just been published in the Federal Register earlier today. The SEC
has not released either proposed margin or proposed capital rules for security-based swap
activities to date.
The Agencies take the view that the current capital regimes in place for prudentially
regulated SDs and MSPs already account for swap activities. With respect to margin
requirements, the Agencies’ and CFTC’s proposed rules are conceptually consistent and
would require varying margin collection requirements keyed to an SD’s or MSP’s
counterparty type: (i) an SD or MSP, (ii) a high-risk financial end user, (iii) a low-risk
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Please refer to our client update “A Defining Moment: SEC And CFTC Release Joint Proposed Rule On Key Definitions In Title VII

Of The Dodd-Frank Act,” dated December 28, 2010, for a discussion of the definitions of “swap dealer” and “major swap participant.”

financial end user, and (iv) a nonfinancial end user.2 Further, the Agencies’ proposed rule
establishes a very narrow exception for swap activities that do not implicate any US-based
entity, while the CFTC’s proposed rule is silent on the issue. Comments to the Agencies’
proposed rule are due by June 24, 2011. Comments to the CFTC’s proposed rule are due by
June 27, 2011.
CAPITAL RE QUIREMENTS

The current capital regimes established by the Agencies already account for swap activities
engaged in by the Agencies’ respectively regulated entities. As such, the Agencies have
decided not to impose any additional capital requirements under their Title VII rulemaking
authority. The Agencies state that they will continue to promulgate capital rules in line with
relevant supervisory developments, such as new recommendations put forth by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision with respect to swap activities. The U.S. proposals to
implement Basel III are anticipated to be published this summer.
The CFTC and the SEC have yet to release their rules covering capital as of this publication
date.
MARGIN RE QUIREMENTS

The Agencies and the CFTC have proposed margin regulations that operate by requiring the
SDs and the MSPs to collect margin from their counterparties. While the Agencies and the
CFTC use slightly different terminology for the categories of counterparties that an SD or an
MSP may transact with, under the new regulatory regime, they are separated into four
categories.
These counterparty categories are:


counterparties that are themselves SD or MSP;



counterparties that are high-risk financial end users;



counterparties that are low-risk financial end users; and

2

The CFTC’s analogue to the Agencies’ defined term “financial end user” is the “financial entity,” while its analogue to the Agencies’

defined term “nonfinancial end user” is the “nonfinancial entity.” The CFTC does not use different terminology to separate financial entities into highand low-risk types, but does so through the application of its financial entity rule.
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counterparties that are nonfinancial end users.

The Agencies’ and CFTC’s proposed rules establish requirements for the amount of margin
to be collected, frequency of collection of variation margin and certain segregation
requirements for collected margin, all which vary depending on the counterparty category.
Under both proposed rules, to avoid unnecessary transfers of de minimis margin amounts,
the Agencies and the CFTC permit a minimum transfer amount of $100,000 for all margin
transfers, whereby margin amounts below $100,000 do not need to be transferred.
However, once the transferable margin exceeds $100,000 the full margin amount must be
transferred.
TRANSACT IONS WIT H OT HER SDS AND MSPS

The Agencies and the CFTC all propose that for swaps entered into between an SD or an MSP
and another SD or MSP, each SD and MSP must collect both initial and variation margin (each
as described in the next paragraph) from each other without any threshold below which no
margin is transferred (subject to the $100,000 minimum transfer amount). With respect to initial
margin, both parties will have to collect the applicable amount without any offset of one party’s
initial margin amount against the other party’s initial margin amount.
The Agencies’ proposed rule creates heightened margin segregation requirements for
transactions among SDs and MSPs subject to their regulation. Specifically, any Agenciesregulated SD or MSP must require its counterparty that is also an Agency-regulated SD or MSP
to segregate any funds or collateral that the Agencies-regulated SD or MSP has posted as initial
margin for a non-cleared swap or non-cleared security-based swap transaction at an
independent, third-party custodian. Further, the independent, third-party custodian must be:
(i) prohibited by contract from rehypothecating or otherwise transferring any initial margin it
holds for such SD or MSP; (ii) prohibited by contract from reinvesting any initial margin held by
the custodian in any asset that would not qualify as eligible collateral for initial margin under the
Agencies’ proposed rule; and (iii) located in a jurisdiction that applies the same insolvency
regime as the Agencies-regulated SD or MSP. These segregation requirements would apply only
to initial margin, not variation margin.
The CFTC’s proposed rule also would require its regulated SDs and MSPs to hold initial margin
collected at an independent, third-party custodian located in a jurisdiction that applies the same
insolvency regime as the SD or MSP. Further, SDs and MSPs have to require their
counterparties that are also SDs or MSPs to hold the posted initial margin at an independent,
third-party custodian. With respect to the variation margin, the intent of the proposed rule is
not entirely clear. On the one hand, the CFTC’s proposed rule would permit a CFTC-regulated
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SD or MSP to hold variation margin directly; on the other hand, it suggests that a CFTCregulated SD or MSP would have to offer its counterparty the opportunity to select a third-party
custodian for all margin posting.
TR A NSA C TIO NS WITH H IG H- RISK F INA NC IA L E N D
USERS /FINANCIAL E NTIT IES

Under both the Agencies’ and the CFTC’s regulatory regime, a financial end user or financial
entity is an entity that is neither an SD nor an MSP and that is:


a commodity pool;3



a private fund;4



an employee benefit plan;5



a person predominantly engaged in activities that are in the business of banking or in
activities that are financial in nature;6



a person that would be a commodity pool or private fund if it were organized under the laws
of the US or any state thereof;



any government of any foreign country or any political subdivision, agency, or
instrumentality thereof; and



any other person as may be designated by either one of the Agencies or by the CFTC, as the
case may be.

The Agencies and the CFTC all require the SDs and MSPs, subject to their respective
regulations, to collect margin without any threshold below which no margin is transferred
(subject to the $100,000 minimum transfer amount).
3

See 7 U.S.C. 1a(5).

4

See 15 U.S.C. § 80-b-2(a).

5

See 29 U.S.C. § 1002.

6

See 12 U.S.C. § 1843(k).
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The margin custody requirements, however, are less onerous than with SD and MSP
counterparties. Although the Agencies’ proposed rule would not impose any margin segregation
requirements on swap transactions between Agencies-regulated SDs and MSPs and high-risk
financial end users, the CFTC’s proposed rule would require that initial margin collected from a
financial entity to be held at a third-party custodian at the request of the financial entity. The
intent of the CFTC’s proposed rule regarding variation margin is not clear with respect to
financial entities – it could be held directly by the CFTC-regulated SD or MSP – but the
counterparty would have to be offered the opportunity to select a third-party custodian.
TRANSACT IONS WIT H FINANCIAL END USERS
DEEME D T O PRESE NT “ LOW- RIS K”

The Agencies’ proposed rule would permit a credit exposure threshold for margin collection
from financial end users that the Agencies categorize as “low-risk financial end users.” Under
the Agencies’ regime, a “low-risk financial end user” is a financial end user that (i) predominantly
uses swaps to hedge or mitigate the risks of its business activities, including balance sheet,
interest rate, or other risk arising from the business of the counterparty; (ii) does not have
significant swap exposure; and (iii) is subject to capital requirements established by a prudential
regulator or state insurance regulator.
Although an Agencies-regulated SD or MSP may impose the full margin requirements on a lowrisk financial end user counterparty, the SD or MSP also is permitted to establish a credit
exposure limit below which it would not collect initial and variation margin from the low-risk
financial end user counterparty. The Agencies’ proposed rule would limit each of the maximum
initial and variation margin threshold amount to the lower of (i) $15 to $45 million or (ii) 0.1 to
0.3 percent of the Agencies-regulated SD’s or MSP’s tier 1 capital. These initial and variation
margin thresholds may be different from each other and will be set in the final rule.
The CFTC’s proposed rule, while not formally distinguishing financial entities as “high-risk” and
“low-risk,” would permit more lenient margin requirements for certain financial entities that
meet similar, but not identical, requirements as imposed by the Agencies. To be such a
comparably low-risk financial entity, the financial entity must represent to the CFTC-regulated
SD or MSP that it (i) is subject to capital requirements established by a prudential regulator or
state insurance regulator; (ii) does not have a significant uncleared swap exposure;7 and (iii)
7

“Significant swap exposure” is defined as swap positions that equal or exceed either of the following thresholds: (i) $2.5 billion in daily

average aggregate uncollateralized outward exposure, or (ii) $4 billion in daily average aggregate uncollateralized outward exposure plus daily average
aggregate potential outward exposure. For purposes of this definition, the terms daily average aggregate uncollateralized outward exposure and daily
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predominantly uses uncleared swaps to hedge or mitigate the risks of its business activities,
including interest rate, or other risk arising from its business. If a counterparty is such a low-risk
financial entity, the CFTC’s proposed rule would provide threshold amounts that are similar to
those currently proposed by the Agencies, which is the lower of (i) $15 to $45 million or (ii) 0.1
to 0.3 percent of the CFTC-regulated SD’s or MSP’s regulatory capital.
TR ANSA CT IONS W IT H NONFI NA NC IAL E ND
U S E R S /NO N FI NA NCIAL E NTITIES

Under the Agencies’ proposed rule, a nonfinancial end user is any end user that is not a financial
end user. The Agencies’ proposed rule would allow the regulated SD or MSP to impose the full
margin requirements on a nonfinancial end user (as with low-risk financial end users) but would
also allow such SD or MSP to establish a credit exposure limit, guided by its own credit policies
and procedures, below which it would not collect initial and variation margin.
Under the CFTC’s proposed rule, a nonfinancial entity is an entity that is not an SD, an MSP or
a financial entity. The CFTC’s proposed rule would not require a CFTC-regulated SD or MSP
to collect margin from nonfinancial entities. If margin is nevertheless collected, the CFTCregulated SD or MSP and the nonfinancial entity would be able to set their own margin
requirements, the frequency of margin calls and thresholds as mutually agreed. Further, while no
margin would need to be collected, the CFTC’s proposed rule would require all of its regulated
SDs and MSPs to calculate daily the hypothetical amounts of initial and variation margins that
would be callable from the nonfinancial entity counterparty as if margin requirements applied.
I N ITIA L MA RG IN C ALCU LAT IO N

The Agencies’ proposed rule would permit an Agencies-regulated SD or MSP to select from two
alternative methods to calculate initial margin requirements. First, it could calculate the initial
margin using a standardized “lookup” table (to be provided by the Agencies) that specifies the
minimum initial margin that would need to be collected, expressed as a percentage of the
notional amount of the swap or security-based swap. However, the lookup table recognizes no
offsetting exposures, diversification or other hedging benefits. Second, it could calculate its
minimum initial margin requirements using an internal margin model that meets certain criteria
that has been approved by the relevant prudential regulator, and which could better account for
offsetting exposures, diversification or hedging benefits.
average aggregate potential outward exposure each has the meaning specified for them in the tests used for the definition of “major swap participant” for
purposes of calculating substantial counterparty exposure under that definition.
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The CFTC also proposes two alternative methods to calculate initial margin, but the alternatives
differ from those proposed by the Agencies. The first method permits the use of a risk-based
model: the CFTC-regulated SD or MSP could use a risk-based model approved by the CFTC,
which conforms with a number of standards8 and must be (i) currently used by a derivative
clearing organization for margining cleared swaps, (ii) currently used by an entity subject to
regular assessment by a prudential regulator for margining uncleared swaps, or (iii) made
available for licensing to any market participant by a vendor. The second method requires initial
margins to be keyed to cleared swap instrument analogues, where the CFTC-regulated SD or
MSP would (1) convert the uncleared swap into units of reference cleared swaps or futures that
most closely approximate the uncleared swap, and (2) determine the initial margin of the
uncleared swap by applying a multiplier to the corresponding amount of margin that the
derivatives clearing organization would require for the reference cleared swaps or cleared
futures; such multiplier is 2x for uncleared swaps that were converted to cleared swaps and 4.4x
for uncleared swaps that were converted to cleared futures.
V ARI ATION M ARGI NS CA LCULATI ON
A ND COLLECT ION

The Agencies’ proposed rule would generally require an Agencies-regulated SD or MSP to
collect (or adjust as relevant) variation margins in an amount that is at least equal to (i) the
cumulative mark-to-market change in value to such SD or MSP of a swap or security-based
swap, as measured from the date it is entered into, less (ii) the value of all variation margin
previously collected but not returned by such SD or MSP with respect to such swap or securitybased swap. In other words, each Agencies-regulated SD or MSP would adjust variation margin
based on the change in the value of the swap to it (i.e., how much it is “in the money”).
The collection frequency of variation margin under the Agencies’ proposed rule varies based on
counterparty type. Agencies-regulated SDs and MSPs would collect variation margins from
counterparties that are themselves SDs, MSPs or financial end users at least once per business

8

The standards applicable to the model include that it must (i) have a sound theoretical basis and significant empirical support, (ii) use

factors sufficient to measure all material risks, (iii) when available, use at least one year of historic price data and incorporate a period of significant
financial stress to the relevant swap, (iv) benefit only from portfolio offsets or reductions that have a sound theoretical basis and significant empirical
support, (v) set margin to cover at least 99% of price changes by product and by portfolio over at least a 10-day liquidation time horizon, (vi) be
validated by an independent third party before being used, and again annually thereafter, and (vii) be stated with sufficient specificity to allow the
counterparty, the CFTC and any applicable prudential regulator to calculate the margin independently.
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day. Agencies-regulated SDs and MSPs may collect variation margins from counterparties that
are nonfinancial end users on a weekly basis.
The CFTC’s proposed rule would require a CFTC-regulated SD or MSP to calculate variation
margins using a methodology specified in the relevant credit support arrangement between the
relevant parties. The methodology would need to be stated with sufficient specificity to allow
the counterparty, the CFTC and any applicable prudential regulator to calculate the margin
independently, and at any time the CFTC could require the CFTC-regulated SD or MSP to
provide further data or analysis concerning such calculation methodology.
The CFTC’s proposed rule would require daily collection of variation margin from other SDs,
MSPs and financial entities. As described above, CFTC-regulated SDs and MSPs can agree to
the frequency of variation margin collection with their counterparties that are nonfinancial
entities.
C OUNTERP ARTY RE FUSA L

The Agencies’ and the CFTC’s proposed rules place the burden on the regulated SDs and MSPs
to police their counterparties’ payments of variation margin. The proposed rules require the
SDs and MSPs to (i) make the necessary efforts to attempt to collect the required variation
margin, including the timely initiation and continued pursuit of formal dispute resolution
mechanisms, or to be able to otherwise demonstrate, upon request to the satisfaction of the
relevant agency, that it has made appropriate efforts to collect the required variation margin; or
(ii) commence termination of the swap or security-based swap with the counterparty if the
variation margin was not paid.
E LI GI B LE COLLATER AL

The Agencies’ proposed rule provides that eligible collateral for both the initial margin and
variation margin be (i) immediately-available cash funds or (ii) certain high-quality, highly-liquid
U.S. government and agency obligations. With respect to initial margin only, eligible collateral
may also include certain government-sponsored enterprise obligations, subject to specified
minimum “haircuts” for purposes of determining their value for margin purposes.
The CFTC’s proposed rule is similar to those proposed by the Agencies, with eligible collateral
for initial margin being limited to (i) immediately-available cash funds denominated in U.S.
dollars or the currency in which payment obligations under the swap is required to be settled; (ii)
any obligation which is a direct obligation of, or fully guaranteed as to principal and interest by,
the U.S. or an agency of the U.S.; or (iii) certain high-quality, highly-liquid U.S. government and
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agency obligations. For variation margin, eligible collateral would be either cash or U.S.
Treasury securities.
TR ADE DOCUME NTAT ION

The Agencies’ proposed rule would require its regulated SDs and MSPs to keep rigorous trade
documentation with each counterparty. Items that must be addressed in the trade
documentation include: (i) credit support arrangements that grant Agencies-regulated SDs and
MSPs the contractual right to collect initial margin and variation margin in such amounts, in
such form, and such circumstances as are required by the Agencies’ proposed rule; (ii) the
methods, procedures, rules, and inputs for determining the value of each swap or security-based
swap for purposes of calculating variation margin requirements; (iii) the procedures by which
any dispute concerning the valuation of swaps or security-based swaps, or the valuation of assets
collected or posted as initial margin or variation margin, may be resolved; and (iv) the treatment
of certain segregated collateral.
The CFTC’s proposed rule also requires CFTC-regulated SDs and MSPs to keep proper
documentation regarding the credit support arrangements, which must include the methodology
used for the calculation of initial and variation margins and any applicable threshold amounts. If
the CFTC-regulated SD or MSP does not use the risk-based model to calculate initial margin,
the SD or MSP must include, in its trade documentation, the reference cleared swaps or futures
that are used for the calculation.
EXT RATER RIT ORIA L APP LIC ATI ON
U.S. Agency Covered Swap Entities Transacting with Foreign Counterparties

The Agencies’ proposed rule would require U.S. Agency Covered Swap Entities to collect
margin from their foreign counterparties in line with the Agencies’ proposed rule without regard
to the counterparty’s domicile.
Foreign Agency Covered Swap Entities Transacting with Foreign Counterparties

The Agencies’ proposed rule would establish a limited exception to its reach for those swap
activities that are significantly outside of the direct interests of any U.S.-based entity.
Specifically, the Agencies propose that the margin requirements would not apply to any “foreign
non-cleared swap or foreign non-cleared security-based swap” of a “foreign covered swap
entity.” The Agencies’ proposed rule, in turn, defines a “foreign non-cleared swap or foreign
non-cleared security-based swap” as a non-cleared swap or non-cleared security-based swap with
respect to which:
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the counterparty to the foreign Agency Covered Swap Entity is not a company organized in
the United States, not a branch or office of a company organized in the United States, and
not a person resident in the United States; and



the performance of the counterparty’s obligations to the foreign Agency Covered Swap
Entity under the swap or security-based swap has not been guaranteed by an affiliate of the
counterparty that is a company organized in the United States, a branch of a company
organized in the United States, or a person resident in the United States.

A “foreign covered swap entity,” for this purpose, is defined as an Agency Covered Swap Entity
that is not:


a company organized in the United States;



a branch or office of a company organized in the United States;



a U.S. branch, agency or subsidiary of a foreign bank; and



controlled, directly or indirectly, by a company that is organized in the United States.

Based on these definitions, a swap activity would be exempt from the Agencies’ proposed rule
only if the Agency Covered Swap Entity is located outside of the United States and organized
under foreign law, and its counterparty is not a U.S.-organized-or-domiciled entity or controlled
by a U.S.-organized-or-domiciled entity and the transaction is not guaranteed by a U.S. party.
An example of such an exempt swap might be a European-based and organized swap dealer
engaged in swap transactions with an Asian-based and organized counterparty, in which case,
neither entity is controlled by a U.S. company and for which the transaction is not guaranteed by
a U.S.-based entity.
Foreign Agency Covered Swap Entities Transacting with U.S. Counterparties

The Agencies’ proposed rule text does not expressly address how a foreign swap entity would be
treated with respect to its swap transactions with a U.S. counterparty that is not an Agency
Covered Swap Entity; that is, the proposed rule neither expressly requires margin nor expressly
exempts margin. However, the Agencies, in a footnote to the preamble of their proposed rule,
clarify their intent and assert that “swap and security-based swaps with U.S. counterparties are
subject to the proposed rule’s margin requirements regardless of whether the covered swap
entity is U.S. or foreign.” This footnote demonstrates the Agencies’ broad interpretation of the
reach of the proposed rule.
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Margin Requirements for Agencies-regulated SDs and MSPs
Counterparty Type
Initial Margin*
Variation Margin
Collected.
SD or MSP
Collected.
Posted collateral must be
segregated with independent,
third-party custodian.
High-risk Financial End User
Collected.
Collected.
Collected.
Low-risk Financial End User
Collected.
Subject to the following
Subject to the following
discretionary threshold: the lesser
discretionary threshold: the lesser
of (i) $15 to $45 million and (ii)
of (i) $15 to $45 million and (ii)
0.1% to 0.3% of the SD’s or
0.1% to 0.3% of the SD’s or
MSP’s Tier 1 capital.
MSP’s Tier 1 capital.
Collected.
Nonfinancial End User
Collected.
Subject to a variation margin credit
Subject to an initial margin credit
exposure threshold set by the
exposure threshold set by the
Swap Entity.
Swap Entity.
* No margin is collected for any counterparty type until the aggregate transfer amount exceeds $100,000.
Margin Requirements for CFTC-regulated SDs and MSPs
Counterparty Type
Initial Margin*
Variation Margin
Collected.
SD or MSP
Collected.
Posted collateral must be
segregated with independent,
third-party custodian.
Financial Entity
Collected.
Collected.
Collected.
“Low-risk” Financial Entity
Collected.
Subject to the following
Subject to the following
discretionary threshold: the lesser
discretionary threshold: the lesser
of (i) $15 to $45 million and (ii)
of (i) $15 to $45 million and (ii)
0.1% to 0.3% of the SD’s or
0.1% to 0.3% of the SD’s or
MSP’s regulatory capital.
MSP’s regulatory capital.
Nonfinancial Entity
Not collected.
Not collected.
* No margin is collected for any counterparty type until the aggregate transfer amount exceeds $100,000.
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